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In 1963, Sinkhorn, [3], proved that for any square matrix A, with positive 
elements, there exist diagonal matrices L, M, with positive diagonals, and a 
bistochastic matrix B, so that A = LBM. This result has been re-proved 
and extended several times. In [2] (which contains many references) Letac 
considers a vastly more general situation, but we shall stick to the matrix case. 
The advantage of our proof is that it integrates the various aspects of the 
problem (existence, uniqueness, continuity). 
In order to minimize the amount of notation, we state and prove a simple 
theorem, and then describe, in a more informal manner, the obvious exten- 
sions and consequences of this theorem. 
DEFINITIONS. The support, S, , of a matrix A = (u,~), is the set consisting 
of those ordered pairs (i, j) for which ai, # 0. A set of ordered pairs is 
reducible if it is a union of two disjoint nonempty sets S, , S, so that if 
(il,iI>~SI, and (i2 ,j2) E S2 , then i, # iz and ji # js . Now let S be a 
given irreducible subset of { l,..., n}” and assume that there exist bistochastic 
(n, n)-matrices with support S. Let gr denote the space of such matrices, 
with the topology inherited from R”“. Similarly, let sals denote the space of 
nonnegative matrices with support S. We define a mapping v: Ry-l x 3Ys -+ 
&r by the rule ((h, ,..., h, , k1 ,..., pnml , B) -+ LBM, where L and M are the 
diagonal matrices with diagonals (Xi ,..., h,) and (pi ,..., p,,-r , 1). With this 
notation we have the following 
THEOREM. The mapping p: Rye1 x as -+ cals is a honaeomorphism. 
Proof. We prove that v is continuous, injective, open, closed, and surjec- 
tive, hence a homeomorphism. 
‘p is continuous. O.K. 
IJI is injective. Assume that h;p;bij = Xgpyb,“, i, j = l,..., n. (Here, and 
further on, pn = 1.) 
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Put v == max(/\, ,..., P,~}. 15’e claim that 
s c {(i,j); hi < Y QE pj < v} u {(i,j); A, = pj = I’). (2) 
If this were not the case there would be (&, ,j,J E S so that, say, #ii0 = v, 
pj, < V. Then, by (I), 
hi, = i b;oipj < i b;‘ojv = v, 
j=l i=l 
a contradiction. Thus (2) holds, and the irreducibility of S implies that 
A, = ... = p,, == 1. 
p z’s open. A theorem by Brouwer (see [I, p. 791) says that, for any 
m E N, an injective continuous mapping from an open subset of R” into Rnl 
is open. 
It thus suffices to prove that dimds = 1 S 1 (which is obvious) and that 
dim 9s = 1 S / - (2n - 1). g’s is defined as a subset of *$s, by 2n linear 
equations, R, = I,..., C, = 1, in 1 S 1 variables mfj . A linear dependence 
between these equations implies an equation qR, $- *.* + ol,,R,, =&Cl + .*. - 
AC,, 9 so that 
cipjj = &xij , (i, j) E S. (3) 
Now choose any B E gs and substitute bii for xii . Then (3) becomes a 
relation like (l), so that, as proved above, (or = a.* = pn . This means that 
any 2n - 1 of the equations for as are independent, hence dim g’s = 
dim .Q?~ - (2n - 1). 
v is closed. Let F C Ry-’ x 9fs be closed, and let -4 E&~ be in the 
closure of v(F). Then there are matrix sequences L, , Mp , B, so that 
limL,B,MD = A, as p + 00. By choosing subsequences we may assume, 
too, that limL, = L, lim MD = M, and lim B, = B. The elements of L and 
M must then be allowed to be 0 or 03, and bij may be 0, even though (i, 3) E S. 
Then, with suitable interpretations of 0 . co, etc. we have 
aij = hfpjbij. (4) 
Let S, denote the support of B, and put 
I, = {i; Xi = 0}, I+ = {i; 0 < hi < a},..., JT = {j; pj == mo). 
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Now (4) and the fact that ,4 E JZ& imply 
SB c (4 x 14 ” (I+ x I+> ” (Lo x Jo), (5) 
s c (I, x Jm> ” (I+ x (I+” ID)) ” (L x {I,..., 4). (6) 
From (5) we get 
l4l = IJml, iI+1 = lJ+L IL = lJoI* (7) 
If, namely, b denotes the measure on { I,..., n}” defined by a({(;,i)}) = bij , 
we have, for instance, 
II, I = b(I,, x {I,..., n>) = b(4, x Jm) = W,...,n) x Id) = I Jm I. 
Now choose any matrix B’ from L%!s. Then, using (6) and (7) we get 
b’(L x (I+ ” Jm)) = I I, I - b’(L x It,) = I Jo I - W,..., 4 x Jo) = 0. 
Thus S n (Ia x (J+ u Jm)) = O. Similarly, S n ((I+ U Im) x Ia) = 0, 
so that (5) holds with SB replaced by S. Using (7) and the fact that II E J+ , 
we find, by the irreducibility of S, that I, = I, = Jo = Jm = O. Hence 
the hi and the pcLi are positive reals, which implies that Ss = S, so that 
B E ~3~. Thus, by (4), iz E q~ (closure (F)); i.e., q~ is closed. 
92 is surjective. As 9 is open and closed, P(R~~-~ x Bs) is open and 
closed in the connected space J$~. Thus F(R~+~ x gs) = ds . 
The proof above also works in a more general situation, when the irreducible 
set S is a subset of {l,..., m> x {I,..., n}. Then &‘s is defined as the space of all 
nonnegative (m, n)-matrices with support S, while as(r, c) is the subspace 
of ~~2s defined by 
$laij=yi, $laij=cjr i=l,..., m, j=l,..., n. 
Here r and c are given vectors with positive components. Assuming 
%Ys(r, c) # ,u, one obtains that &s is homeomorphic to Ry+“-l x Bs(r, c) 
by a homeomorphism v: (L, M, B) + LMB. 
Given r E R,m and c E R,“, it is also possible to consider the union of the 
spaces L@~ and the union of the spaces RT+%-l x B,(r, c) as S varies over 
those irreducible subsets of {l,..., m} x { l,..., n} for which Bs(r, c) # D . 
By gluing together the homeomorphisms obtained above, one obtains a 
continuous bijection from the latter union to the former. Using that part of 
our proof which showed q~ to be closed, one easily finds that the inverse 
of that bijection is also continuous. This extends a result by Sinkhorn 
[5, Corollary 41. 
The case when S is reducible has also been considered by Sinkhorn and 
others. In that case one decomposes S in irreducible subsets and applies the 
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existence results above. One no longer has uniqueness, however, and this is 
reasonable, as the dimension of Z?~“‘-’ :< ,Bs(r, c) is greater than the 
dimension of L&. 
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